Jazz Vol. 3

NEW ORLEANS

INTRODUCTION AND NOTES ON THE RECORDINGS

BY FREDERIC RAMSEY, JR., CO-EDITOR OF JAZZMEN, THE JAZZ RECORD BOOK, JAZZWAYS

"Jazz, Volume 3: New Orleans" is related to musicians' accounts of the growth of jazz. Louis Armstrong, Jelly Roll Morton, Zutty Singleton, Pops Foster, Wellman Braud, Bunk Johnson, Kid Ory, and Baby Dodds have all told us what they heard in New Orleans as they grew up. Their story, along with many others, is to be found in books listed in the accompanying bibliography.

The recording picture is not so clear, although the "golden age" of opera was plumply documented by the wood-vane horn of the acoustic talking machine, no one took the trouble to do anything about jazz. The publisher has re-quoted that in the early twenties an official of the Victor talking machine company was shocked at the suggestion they undertake a catalog of negro jazz. Nevertheless, recording of a sort got under way in 1921; smaller companies were willing to experiment, and it is from their hesitant releases that it is possible to piece together a fairly representative selection of New Orleans music. None of it is "typical"; for if there is anything "typical" of New Orleans jazz, it is that it is all atypical. Instead, there are many individuals capable of producing many interesting kinds of jazz, nor is it claimed that the samples presented here are exactly the sort of jazz that could be heard at an earlier period in New Orleans; the jazz that got started in New Orleans circa 1900 flocked to the north, where it was recorded, for the most part, in Chicago in the twenties.

The first side of "Jazz, Volume 3: New Orleans" opens with an overture in the "classic," grownpup jazz mode of New Orleans—in-Chicago-in-the-Twenties (Perido Street). Then presents six different samples of the kind of music the reliable informants cited above say existed in New Orleans. There is a March, Gettysburg, of the sort reported to have been played by Civil War bandsmen. It was when these men returned to New Orleans and hooked their surplus instruments that negroes could afford trumpet, clarinet, and trombone for the first time.

There is a sample of the kind of music said to have been played by wandering street bands, Bottle It Up and Go, by a jug band. There is a rag arranged for orchestra, played by King Oliver's Creole Jazz Band, and recorded in 1923.

This is followed by New Orleans Blues (or Joy), which Jelly Roll Morton played to illustrate the way a "Spanish Tinge" colored early jazz. Next is a spiritual, with Bunk Johnson driving down on a clean trumpet lead at his first recording session, in 1924. Keyhole Blues, recorded by Louis Armstrong and His Hot Seven in Chicago in 1927, concludes the first side.

Side two turns to repertoire, and ways of playing, in succession, four "standard" tunes that have come out of New Orleans—Dippermouth, High Society, Milneburg Joys, and Tiger Rag—are interpreted by jazz bands playing in the twenties. The Milneburg Joys was made by what was possibly the first "mixed" group of white and negro musicians to record, that was in 1923.

Three ensemble performances follow the samples of repertoire recorded in the early twenties. The first is Oake Walk-in: Babies from Home, recorded in New York in 1926 by a pickup band dominated by the spirit of its two principal New Orleans soloists, L. J. Hines and Sidney Bechet. The second is by Johnny Dodds and His Orchestra, Hear Me Talkin' to Ya, recorded in 1929, mournful beren­made (Rhimes Blues) in a pickup recording made in 1928 by a quartet dominated by its leader and pianist, New-Orleans-born Ferdinand Jelly Roll Morton.

Side 1

BAND 1

PERDIDO STREET BLUES, BY THE NEW ORLEANS WANDERERS, George Mitchell, cornet; Kid Ory, trombone; Johnny Dodds, clarinet; probably Stump Evans, alto saxophone; Lilian Hardin Armstrong, piano; Johnny St. Cyr, banjo; Baby Dodds, drums. Recorded in Chicago, July 13, 1926, Original Issue Columbia 699, composition credited to "Armstrong."

Johnny Dodds' acrid clarinet, the rhythmic phrasing of each instrumentalist, and the clean ensemble work of Dodds, Ory, and Mitchell, make this version of Perdido Street Blues a highly successful jazz performance.

BAND 2

DIDN'T HE RAMBLE (TRADITIONAL), BY Bunk's Hass Band, Bunk Johnson, kid shots Madison, trumpets; Jim Robinson, trombone; Isidore Barbarin, alto horn; Adolphe Alexander, baritone horn; George Lewis, E-flat clarinet; Joseph Clark, tuba; Baby Dodds, snare drum; Lawrence Warren, bass drum. Recorded in New Orleans, July 4, 1944, American Music 100, dedicated to the memory of Hattie D. Kline, whose understanding and love of New Orleans music made possible an American music album of Bunk's Brass Band, reproduced by kind permission of William Russell, of American Music Records.
BAND 3

BOTTLE IT UP AND GO, BY DALLAS JUG BAND.
unknown personnel, woodblocks, washboard, cornells, stringed instrument, (banjo, ukulele-mandolin), kazoo, cornell, jug, whistle, original issue varsity 6025.

"They did a lot of ad-libbing in rag-time style with different solos in succession", jelly roll has said. "It's not a regular routine, but just as one guy would get tired and let another musician have the lead", these were bands that used to call 'spasm' bands, played any jobs they could get in the streets... the rag-and-bottles men would advertise by playing the blues on the wooden mouthpieces of Christmas horns -- yes, sir, play more lowdown, dirty blues on those kress horns than the rest of the country ever thought of.

In "Jazz, volume 1, the south", Charles Edward Smith has pointed out (in connection with dallas jug, band 6 side 2) that "as a youngster, the famous rag-time composer, scott, joplín, played in such groups in texas", and has added that "the jug could be quite a noble instrument when put to proper use". unlike the dallas strings band, the dallas jug band goes in for more percussion, with woodblocks, cornells, and washtub added, bottle it up and go can also be heard in folkways 6025 sung by lead belly.

BAND 4

SNAKE RAG, BY KING OLIVER'S CREOLE JAZZ BAND. JOSEPH KING OLIVER, LOUIS ARMSTRONG, cornets; hóroNÉ DUTREY, trombone; johnny dodds, clarinet; lillian hardin armstrong, piano; baby dodds, drums; Bud Scott, banjo; bill johnson, string bass, recorded in chicago, 1923, original issue gennett 5194, composition credited to Oliver.

In 1950, when louis armstrong was asked by editors of the record changer, "what's your feeling about the influence scott joplín had on jazz", he replied: "a great influence, a great influence, joe oliver could play his music; he really could play scott joplín, and i doubt if many youngsters today could play that music... if you played his music and phrased it right, you was swingin' way back there."

BAND 5

NEW ORLEANS BLUES (JOYS), PLAYED BY JELLY ROLL MORTON, piano. original gennett 5486, recorded richmond, indiana, august 1923, composition credited to Morton.

"Jazz music came from new orleans", jelly roll morton stated. "and new orleans was inhabited with maybe every race on the face of the globe and, of course, plenty of foreign people... then we had spanish people there. i heard a lot of spanish tunes and i tried to play them in correct tempo, but i personally didn't believe they were really perfected in the temps. non-tex la paloma, which i transformed in new orleans style. you leave the left hand just the same way. the difference comes in the right hand... in the syncopation, which gives it an entirely different color that really changes the color from red to blue." 1. "mister jelly roll"

BAND 6

DOWN BY THE RIVER, BY BUNK JOHNSON'S ORIGINAL SUPERIOR BAND. BUNK JOHNSON, trumpet; jim robinson, trombone; george lewis, clarinet; thomas devlin, piano; lawrence marerro, banjo; austín young, bass; ernest rogers, drums, recorded in new orleans, june 1942, original issue jazz man 3, traditional, in the churches they sang the spirituals, in the bright new orleans sun, marching down the street, they played them.

BAND 7

KEYHOLE BLUES, BY LOUIS ARMSTRONG AND HIS HOT SEVEN. LOUIS ARMSTRONG, cornet; kid ory, trombone; johnny dodds, clarinet; lillian hardin armstrong, piano; johnny st. cyn, banjo; pete briggs, tuba; baby dodds, drums, recorded in chicago may 13, 1927; original issue okeh 80076, composition not credited; traditional.

"we made our first records in chicago at the okeh studios", kid ory writes in "the record changer", "and of course when we made them we didn't have any expectation that they would be as successful as they became, the time was something like today, with people crazy about jazz and the charleston, and our kind of music went over very well... those days in chicago were very happy, we had all played together before, and were friends from the old days, louis, lil, and johnny dodds played together in the oliver band in 1925, so they had good experience together, and of course, i had played with louis, dodds, and st. cyn in new orleans when they were in my band."

SIDE 2

REPERTOIRE: (BANDS 1-4)

BAND 1

DIPPERMOUTH BLUES, BY KING OLIVER'S CREOLE JAZZ BAND. JOSEPH KING OLIVER, LOUIS ARMSTRONG, cornets; hóroNÉ DUTREY, trombone; johnny dodds, clarinet; lillian hardin armstrong, piano; baby dodds, drums; Bud Scott, banjo; bill johnson, bass; baby dodds, drums, recorded richmond, indiana, april 1923, original issue gennett 5132, composition credited to oliver.

"when i got there and got out of the cab", louis armstrong writes in the record changer, "i heard this band, they were really jumping then, and i commenced to worry all over again. i wondered if i could ever fit into that band. oh, those cats were blowing! old johnny dodds making those variations and baby dodds making those drums. dutrey was good on that trombone, too. he played shallow parts, which made them pretty, and he had a beautiful tone and punctuation. when i walked in that night i just sat down and listened."
BAND 2 HIGH SOCIETY, BY KING OLIVER'S CREOLE JAZZ BAND, PERSONNEL SAME AS FOR BAND 1. RECORDED JUNE, 1923. ORIGINAL ISSUE OKeh 4933. COMPOSITION CREDITED TO OLIVER, ARRANGED BY LILLIAN HARDIN.

THIS IS THE FIRST KNOWN RECORDING OF HIGH SOCIETY AS JAZZ; IN NEW ORLEANS, IT HAD BEEN KNOWN FIRST AS PART OF A MARCHING TUNE WRITTEN BY PORTER STEELE, AND PUBLISHED IN 1901.

BAND 3 MILNEBURG JOYS, BY THE NEW ORLEANS RHYTHM KINGS, PAUL MARES, TRUMPET; GEORGE BRUNIES, TROMBONE; LEON RAPPOLO, CLARINET; GLEN LIVELY, SAXOPHONE; JELLY ROLL MORTON, PIANO; LEW BLACK, BANJO; STEVE BROWN, BASS; BEN POLLACK, DRUMS. RECORDED IN RICHMOND, INDIANA, AUGUST 1923. ORIGINAL ISSUE GENNETT 5217. COMPOSITION CREDITED TO MORTON.

AFTER HIS FIRST RECORDING OF TWO SIDES FOR PARAMOUNT, JELLY ROLL MORTON WORKED AS A SORT OF MUSICAL DIRECTOR OF NEW ORLEANS JAZZ FOR GENNETT RECORDS. HE SAYS, "I HELPED THE NEW ORLEANS RHYTHM KINGS IN MAKING THEIR BIG RECORDS, CUT A FLOCK OF PIANO SOLOS THAT WERE VERY, VERY BIG, AND MADE PLENTY OF MONEY FOR THEM", ONE OF THESE IS NEW ORLEANS BLUES. (SIDE 1, BAND 5). THE SECOND PIANO SOLO HE PUT ON RECORD.

MILNEBURG JOYS WAS JELLY'S OWN COMPOSITION, A SPIRY MUSICAL TRIBUTE TO A REST ON THE SHORE OF LAKE PONTCHARTRAIN. "IN ALL MY RECORDING SESSIONS," JELLY ROLL HAS SAID, "AND IN ALL MY BAND WORK, I ALWAYS WROTE OUT THE ARRANGEMENTS IN ADVANCE. WHEN IT WAS A NEW ORLEANS MAN, THAT WASN'T SO MUCH TROUBLE, BECAUSE THOSE BOYS KNEW A LOT OF BREAKS; BUT IN TRAVELING FROM PLACE TO PLACE I FOUND OTHER MUSICIANS HAD TO BE TAUGHT. SO AROUND 1912 I BEGAN TO WRITE DOWN THIS PECULIAR FORM OF MATHEMATICS AND HARMONIZATION THAT WAS STRANGE TO ALL THE WORLD". (FROM "MISTER JELLY ROLL") SINCE THIS FIRST RECORDING OF MILNEBURG JOYS, AT LEAST 25 DIFFERENT RECORDS HAVE BEEN MADE OF THIS ONE SAMPLE OF MORTON'S "MATHEMATICS AND HARMONIZATION".

BAND 4 TIGER RAG, BY THE NEW ORLEANS RHYTHM KINGS, PAUL MARES, TRUMPET; GEORGE BRUNIES, TROMBONE; LEON RAPPOLO, CLARINET; JACK PETTIS, SAXOPHONE; ELMER SCHOEBEL, PIANO; LEW BLACK, BANJO; STEVE BROWN, BASS; BEN POLLACK, DRUMS. RECORDED SEPTEMBER, 1922. ORIGINAL ISSUE GENNETT 4966. COMPOSITION TRADITIONAL, SOMETIMES CREDITED TO MEMBERS OF THE ORIGINAL DIXIELAND JASS BAND.

"THE TIGER RAG, FOR INSTANCE", MORTON WRITER IN THE LOMAX BOOK, "I HAPPENED TO TRANSFORM FROM AN OLD QUADRILLE, WHICH WAS ORIGINALLY IN MANY DIFFERENT TEMPOS, FIRST THERE WAS AN INTRODUCTION, 'EVERYBODY GET YOUR PARTNERS!' AND THE PEOPLE WOULD BE RUSHING AROUND THE HALL GETTING THEIR PARTNERS. AFTER A FIVE MINUTES LAPSE OF TIME, THE NEXT STRAIN WOULD BE THE WALTZ STRAIN . . . THEN ANOTHER STRAIN THAT COMES RIGHT BEHIND THE WALTZ STRAIN IN MAZOOKA TIME . . ."

"WE HAD TWO OTHER STRAINS IN TWO-FOUR TIME. THEN I TRANSFORMED THESE STRAINS INTO THE TIGER RAG WHICH I ALSO NAMED, FROM THE WAY I MADE THE 'TIGER ROAR WITH MY ELBOW'."

PERFORMANCES: (BANDS 5-7)

BAND 5 CAKE WALKING BABIES (FROM HOME), BY THE RED ONION JAZZ BABIES, LOUIS ARMSTRONG, CORNET; CHARLIE IRVIS, TRUMBO; SIDNEY BECHET, SOPRANO SAXOPHONE; LILLIAN HARDIN ARMSTRONG, PIANO; BUDDY CHRISTIAN, BANJO; JOSEPHINE BEATTY (ALBERTA HUNTER) AND TODD, VOCAL. RECORDED IN NEW YORK DECEMBER 1924. ORIGINAL ISSUE GENNETT 5627. COMPOSITION CREDITED TO WILLIAMS - SMITH - TROY.

BAND 6 HEAL ME TALKIN' TO YA, BY JOHNNY DODDS AND HIS ORCHESTRA, NATTY DOMINIQUE, TRUMPET; HONORE DUTREY, TRUMBO; JOHNNY DODDS, CLARINET; LILLIAN HARDIN ARMSTRONG, PIANO; BILL JOHNSON, BASS; BABY DODDS, DRUMS. RECORDED JUNE, 1928. ORIGINAL ISSUE VICTOR V 38586. COMPOSITION CREDITED TO LILLIAN HARDIN.

BAND 7 MOURNFUL SERENADE, BY JELLY ROLL MORTON'S QUARTET, OMER BIMEON, CLARINET; JEECHY FIELDS, TRUMBO; JELLY ROLL MORTON, PIANO; TOMMY BENFORD, DRUMS. RECORDED JUNE, 1928. ORIGINAL ISSUE VICTOR V 38524. COMPOSITION CREDITED TO OLIVER (CHIMES BLUES).
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